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PAIRS
Pairs : Adding New Pairs

ACTION

INSTRUCTIONS

ADD A SINGLE PAIR

To add a single Pair, click the Add Pair button. Then
click on any Device icon. If it is the first device in a
pair, it will be highlighted with a "1". The endpoints of
all the pairs already associated with it will be
highlighted with "2"s. To add a new pair, click on one
of the device icons that is not highlighted (the
highlighted ones are existing pairs). The pair form will
come up already partially filled out with the From and
To devices of that pair.

ADD THE REVERSE OF AN EXISTING PAIR

There is a shortcut method to add a new pair that is
the reverse of an existing pair. First select any existing
pair. On the pair form, click Add Reverse. The form
will be filled out with the same information as the
existing pair, except that the From and To devices will
be switched, and the travel direction will be reversed.
You will have to add a new pair name. Then click Save
Pair.

ADD A LIST OF PAIRS

To add multiple Pairs at once, use the Import feature.
You will first create an Excel spreadsheet containing
the details of each new Pair (using a template that you
can download from the Pair Import form) and then
import the spreadsheet file. You will be able to
preview the new Pairs before saving the data. To get
started, click the Import Pairs button. A Pair Import
form will open. Follow the steps on the form.
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PAIRS
Pairs : Adding New Pairs : Add a Single Pair
STEP 1
Click on “Add Pair”

STEP 2
Click on any Device icon. If it is
the first device in a pair, it will
be highlighted with a "1". The
endpoints of all the pairs already
associated with it will be
highlighted with "2"s

STEP 3
Click on one of the device icons
that is not highlighted (the
highlighted ones are existing
pairs).

STEP 4
Fill out the Information on the
Pair form area. The pair form will
come up already partially filled
out with the From and To
devices of that pair. Click on
“Save Pair” when completed.
Smoothing method definitions
are on page ##.
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PAIRS
Pairs : Adding New Pairs : Add a Reverse of an Existing Pair
STEP 1
There is a shortcut method to add a
new pair that is the reverse of an
existing pair. First select any
existing pair. On the pair form, click
Add Reverse. The form will be filled
out with the same information as the
existing pair, except that the From
and To devices will be switched, and
the travel direction will be reversed.
You will have to add a new pair
name. Then click Save Pair.
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PAIRS
Pairs : Adding New Pairs : Add a List of Pairs
STEP 1
Click on “Import Pairs”.

STEP 2
Click on “Download Template”. You
will first create an Excel spreadsheet
containing the details of each new
Pair (using a supplied template) and
then import the spreadsheet file.

STEP 3
Once the spreadsheet is completed
you can now import the file. Click on
“Choose File” and select the
spreadsheet. Then click on “Upload
the File”.

STEP 4
Once the file is uploaded you will be
able to preview the new Pairs before
saving the data. When all pairs are
confirmed you can click on “Save
Imports” to finalize.
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